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Italy, effortless luxury

Luxury comes natural to Italy. Whether you stay in our many 5* hotels, taste
mouth-watering dishes in our finest restaurants, relax in our exceptional natural
thermal baths and spas, tour our major art cities or hidden villages, enjoy our
tranquil countryside and idyllic lakes or our majestic mountains, you can be
assured of a uniquely rewarding experience.
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I hope you’re really well!
Like me, your diary for 2018 is probably already filling up fast! And if this year is
anything like the last one for Connections, my team and I are going to be busy bees…
In 2017, we held six events across three different continents, and launched our
Connections Wellbeing series for the wellness travel sector. We gained some fantastic
new team members. We celebrated our three-year anniversary as a company while
hosting our first ever country-focused event. And, most importantly, we helped
240 senior decision makers in the travel industry build more meaningful
business relationships.
To top it all off we are thrilled to have been awarded All-Star status by Eventex
Awards; the most coveted and recognisable awards in the world of events!
Connections is one of twenty organisations across the globe that has received
the accolade for producing cutting-edge event experiences, and I feel enormously
proud that we have been selected among the Eventex Awards Top 20 Event
Organisers and Agencies worldwide – from over 1,000 entries from 70 countries!
Thank you for your support, for believing in our concept, and for another
unforgettable year. We will not rest on our laurels. My team and I are making plans
to keep innovating our events and bringing you a relevant, targeted and personal
platform that works for you, our fantastic delegates.
We want to give you a year-round networking service, which is why we are
bringing you more opportunities in between events to get together and spark
new business relationships – see page 20 for the dates for our Connections
Social Calendar.
Last month, we jetted off to gorgeous Siena for our first Connections
Luxury event of the year for some first class networking in Tuscany! Read on to find out
all about it...
I hope you enjoy our relaunched magazine, and that the coming pages tempt you to
join us at Connections this year – do give me a call if so!
Ciao,
Micaela
Founder & Director of Connections
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L A B A G N A I A G O L F & S P A R E S O RT S I E N A

THE TUSCAN STORY-MAKERS
Nestled in the enchanting Tuscan countryside and surrounded by incredible views over rolling hills and
cypress trees, La Bagnaia connects you to the very heart of Tuscany.
A former medieval village turned sprawling retreat; it offers everything visitors could want from a
relaxing sojourn. Once guests pass the Borgo’s gate they are immersed in a world of authentic
experiences, inspired by our rich and unique heritage that our passionate team are proud to share.
But we don’t just share stories, we create them: showcasing delectable Italian ﬁne dining, world-class
18-holes golf course and a captivating wellness spa featuring a spectacular outdoor thermal pool supplied
by local spring and infused with minerals. The idyllic resort blends elegant Italian accommodation with
modern amenities.
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Strada Statale 223 km 56,
53016,Siena,Italy
T: +39 0577 813000
labagnaiaresortsiena_info@hilton.com
labagnaiaresort.siena.curio.com
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SIENA
F I R S T

Below: Michelangelo’s Pieta
in Vatican City (a victim of
overtourism); Siena’s Basilica
of San Domenico

S T O P

For our first event of 2018, Connections
Luxury headed to the incredible city
of Siena from February 25-28.
La Bagnaia Golf & Spa Resort Siena,
Curio Collection by Hilton was the
host hotel for Connections Luxury
in Italy, while Italy My Way was the
official experience provider. ITALIA ENIT was the event’s country partner,
Italy Luxury Travel acted as the
official groundhandler, and Grand Hotel
Continental Siena sponsored our closing
dinner. To see what we got up to, check
out the event video from Action Video
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CONTENT THEME: OVERTOURISM AND
LUXURY TRAVEL
The issue of overtourism has received much
media attention in recent times, as visitor
numbers in tourist hotspots continue to rise,
and the quality of life for locals – and the quality
of the experience for travellers – deteriorates.
“Some destinations are in danger of being
loved to death,” reads a report from the World
Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC). “After all,
it is hard to maintain a sense of wonder before
Michelangelo’s Pieta when elbow to elbow
with strangers.
“With the world getting richer – one billion
more people will be in the global middle class
by 2030 – and travel becoming ever more
accessible, travel and tourism will continue to
grow. More places will likely be threatened by
their own popularity in environmental, social, or
aesthetic terms.”
During Connections Luxury in Italy, we
explored the theme of overtourism, focusing on
how the luxury travel industry is responding to
the issue. Toby Nicol, communications advisor
for the World Travel and Tourism Council
(WTTC) spoke on the topic at the event. He
was interviewed by Hollie Rae-Brader, editor of
Aspire magazine, as part of a live Q&A session.
Toby’s insights then sparked the debate for
peer-to-peer Connections Group Discussions.
This session enabled delegates to explore the
issue of overtourism, understand what it means
for their businesses, and share experiences
with other senior decision makers in the luxury
travel industry.
For more information on overtourism, have a
read of the World Travel and Tourism Council’s
report, Coping with Success: Managing
Overcrowding in Tourism Destinations - and stay
tuned for our blog about the outcomes of the
Connections Group Discussions.

CONNECTED SPEAKER: WINE GURU
FILIPPO BARTOLOTTA
As part of the programme of Connections
Luxury in Italy, wine expert Filippo Bartolotta,
delivered an interactive ConnecTed Talk.
Filippo’s unique methods and tasting
style have earned him the unofficial title of
“Sommelier of the Stars” and, in spring 2017,
he was asked to be the official sommelier
for the Obama family at a dinner event during
their trip to Tuscany.
Born in Florence in 1972, Filippo was
introduced to the beauty of winemaking as
a child by his Sicilian grandfather, who made his
own wine in a small wine cellar below the family
home, and who loved to involve Filippo in
the process.
Since beginning his career as a professional
sommelier at London’s Vinopolis, Filippo
has been a tasting judge for Decanter
magazine and a taster for the Espresso Italian
Wine Guide. He has organised and led gala
dinners at the Metropolitan Museum of New
York and private events at London’s National
Gallery and Tate Modern.
We are thrilled that Filippo brought his
charisma, knowledge and enthusiasm to
Connections Luxury in Italy – it was a ConnecTed
Talk to remember!

We explored
overtourism and
how the luxury
travel industry is
responding
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across several buildings, and the green areas
and activities ensure a relaxing and enriching
experience that will be remembered.
Our 18-hole golf course is considered one
of the most interesting in Italy. Designed by
Robert Trent Jones Jr, it offers spectacular views
over the Tuscan hills and the towers of Siena,
and the historic Club House is the perfect
place to relax.
The resort is also perfect for events, incentives
and weddings. We have more than 1,000 sqm
of indoor space, and we can accommodate
events for up to 400 delegates, which is really
high for this area.

Above: Siena’s
rooftops;
Far Right: Our
host hotel, La
Bagnaia Golf &
Spa Resort Siena,
Curio Collection
by Hilton

‘OUR AIM WAS TO BRING THE DESTINATION
TO THE EVENT’
Dario Stefani, manager business development
for La Bagnaia Golf & Spa Resort Siena, Curio
Collection by Hilton gives us the lowdown on
our host hotel
WHAT IS THE UNIQUE SELLING POINT
OF THE RESORT?
Our guests have the opportunity to travel back
in time and live in an Italian hamlet, located in
an idyllic part of Tuscany’s countryside. Once
they pass through the borgo’s gate, they are
immersed in a world of captivating stories,
from the medieval village we once were, to
the more recent art collection on display
throughout the property. The resort is spread
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WHAT KIND OF LUXURY EXPERIENCES
DO YOU OFFER?
Our concierges can tailor-make holidays to
our guests’ wishes. Wine tasting and cooking
classes are always in demand, and we’ve
selected the best farms and producers from
the area to work with. Wellbeing activities are
also a great option – we propose scheduled
yoga sessions in our woods, followed by spa
treatments. Our Buddha Spa by Clarins, has its
own thermal water spring.
Many guests opt for hiking, biking or horse
riding around our marked trails. We can also
prepare a picnic basket to be enjoyed in the
scenic woods and fields.
We also offer a Ferrari-driving experience,
FIAT 500 vintage tours around Tuscany, artisan
shopping tours of Siena, medieval dinners and
hot air balloon trips.
WHAT AUTHENTIC ACTIVITIES DID
DELEGATES ENJOY AT CONNECTIONS
LUXURY IN ITALY?
Our aim was to bring the destination to the
event, and make sure that everyone left with
a better cultural understanding of the region.
The activities represented aspects of the local
tradition and culture, from world-famous enogastronomy, to more active experiences such

as golf clinics, truffle hunting and 4x4 tours.
Wellbeing also played a key part, with hand and
neck massages, for example.
But the gem was probably the visit to the
Accademia Chigiana for a private concert in
this historic palace, which is the pulsing cultural
heart of the UNESCO town of Siena.

QUICKFIRE QUESTIONS
NADIA COLAIUDA,
MANAGING DIRECTOR
OF ITALY MY WAY
Tell us about a luxury
experience you’ve
organised
We’ve opened museums
during the night so that ten
people can dine in front
of artistic masterpieces,
exploring their fives senses
through gastronomy with the
guidance of a three-Michelinstar chef.

How did you partner
with Connections during
the event?
By delivering unique
experiences that showcase the
flavours and colours of Tuscany.

What would you like
delegates to discover
about Siena and its
surrounds?
The winter flavours of
countryside and the
eternal beauty of the
Middle Ages, still present
in Siena through its
contrasts and the passion
of its people.

Connections Luxury in Italy took place in Siena from February 25-28, 2018
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CONNECTIONS
WELLBEING
S E R I E S

L A U N C H

The inaugural Connections Wellbeing
took place at the five-star Macdonald
Monchique Resort and Spa in

Monchqiue, Portugal from October
29-31, 2017.

The aim was to encourage best

practice when selling wellbeing travel
through a programme of workshops
and speakers, and for buyers and

suppliers to try out wellness activities

during their business meetings. Here’s
the event video from Travizeo!

Macdonald
Monchique Resort
and Spa
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‘TOO MANY HOTELS USE WELLNESS
AS A BUZZWORD’
Buyers should work with wellbeing suppliers that
truly offer a wellness experience, delegates at the
first Connections Wellbeing event were told.
Stella Photi, founder of Wellbeing Escapes, said
many brands claimed to offer wellness but didn’t
have the product to back it up. In a booming
industry, she claimed it was important for buyers to
target wellness suppliers that have integrity and not
those with style over substance.
“Too many hotels use wellness as a buzzword,” said
Photi. “We need to make sure those that claim to be
offering wellness are actually doing so.
“Personally, I’m not impressed when I go to spas
and they say ‘We’ve got 50 treatment rooms and
thousands of square metres of space’. That really isn’t
what we should be looking for. It should be about

THOUGHTS
FROM THE
DELEGATES

the integrity of what they’re offering.
“Don’t get taken in by beautiful spa spaces
– they’re great, but they need to be backed up
with quality.” She said hotels needed to accurately
explain and portray the wellbeing experience
offered. Properties that offered wellness treatments
without being fully-integrated health resorts
were fine as long as that was how they described
themselves, she added. “Everything has a place
in the market but we need to understand the
relevance to each type of wellbeing traveller.”
During her ConnecTed talk, held at the
Macdonald Monchique Resort & Spa in Portugal,
Photi said there was big money to be made
in wellness.
“Wellness travellers are higher-yield than
regular luxury travellers – take the room rate and
double it. In our business, 50 percent of the revenue
comes from treatments and activities alone.”

“The speakers were fantastic.
We learnt about Ayurveda,
about medical wellness, and
the group discussions really
made us think about the right
questions to ask our clients to
really delve deeper into the
wellbeing space.”
Yvonne Verstandig, Executive
Edge Travel and Events
“With this approach, you are
establishing contact between
suppliers and potential buyers
in a different way, by providing
them with a great variety of
different experiences to enjoy.”
Filipe Silva, Turismo de
Portugal

Such a fun and
memorable event
– I look forward to
many more

This year, Connections Wellbeing will take place from May 6-9, 2018 in Crete at
Out of the Blue Capsis Elite Resort To enquire about attending, please contact
Micaela on micaela@weareconnections.com

“We had the opportunity
to be the first ever host of
Connections Wellbeing, and
I believe this event is only
going to grow in the future.”
Magdalena Osmola,
Macdonald Monchique
Resort and Spa
“Our team from Ananda
was able to connect with
an audience that was deeply
interested in and engaged
with the future of wellbeing.
Such fun and memorable
event – I look forward to
many more.”
Mahesh Natarajan, IHHR
Hospitality Pvt. Ltd.
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D E S T I N A T I O N

SWITZERLAND
DIVERSE, GENUINE, BEAUTIFUL:
SWITZERLAND
Ahead of our Bespoke event, Connections
Switzerland, Sheila Moser content manager
and project manager of Luxury Traveller for
Switzerland Tourism, tells us about the wealth
of experiences in the good-looking, culturerich country
Q) Sum up Switzerland in three words.
A) Diverse, service-minded, multilingual.

world class modern art museums, a wealth of
outdoor activities, and everything connected
by an impressive public transportation network,
Switzerland is definitely not boring.
Q) What’s the best way to see the real
Switzerland?
A) Ride the trains – not a transfer, but an
excursion. You will meet the locals, enjoy the
landscape through panoramic windows, and sit
back and relax.

Q) Tell us something surprising about
Switzerland.
A) It has the highest consumption of chocolate,
the highest density of star-rated gourmet
restaurants and highest share of Nobel prize
winners per capita.

Q) If money’s no object, how should you
spend a weekend in Switzerland?
A) Go out with a ranger to see the local wildlife.
Travel up to a mountain top to admire the
sunset. Eat fondue over an open fire, and drink
some of the excellent local wine. Have sweet
dreams in the comfort of your five-star hotel,
then enjoy a healthy breakfast made from
locally-sourced food. Walk along a hiking trail
and take in the view. Finally, get pampered in a
beautiful spa.

Q) What’s the one stereotype about
Switzerland that you’d like to smash?
A) That it’s boring! With four cultures and
languages, palm trees and glaciers one hour
apart, vineyards that lie ten minutes from urban
centres, quaint villages that are minutes from

Q) For Switzerland, luxury means ...
A) Maximum experiences in minimal time.
Clean air, crystal clear rivers and lakes, the most
beautiful landscape, historic town centres, a
multilingual population and a dense network of
hiking and biking trails.

Q) If Switzerland was a food, what would it
taste like?
A) Genuine, healthy, organic, with surprising
spices and long-lasting satisfaction.

With four cultures,
palm trees, glaciers
and world class
modern art,
Switzerland is
not boring!

Connections Switzerland will take place from September 16-19, 2018 in Gstaad.
To enquire about attending as a Swiss supplier, or an international buyer,
please contact Micaela on micaela@weareconnections.com
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ARGENTINA
B E S P O K E

Connections Luxury Argentina – our first
Bespoke event dedicated to suppliers from
exclusively one country – took place in Buenos
Aires from October 1-4, 2017.
The aim was to showcase Argentina's
unique luxury travel offering to international
buyers, to inspire attendees via educational
workshops and speakers, and for delegates
to experience authentic Argentinian activities
and luxury experiences during their one-onone business meetings.
Here are some of the takeaways from the
event, and the event video from Holster Films.
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OTAS SHOWING NO MERCY
FOR LUXURY AGENTS
According to one expert, independent luxury
travel agents should be implementing artificial
intelligence to stay ahead of the curve.
During his ConnecTed talk at Connections
Luxury Argentina, Marc Mekki, founder of
Symphony and Ode to Joy, presented the case
for preparing for the future.
“Over the next five years, technology will
accelerate faster than it has done in the past
50. Next-generation technology will not require
us to learn and study it. It will learn and study us.”
“Expedia, Booking.com all the big boys are
spending $8 billion per year and more on Pay Per
Click ad campaigns, chasing people all over the

Next-generation tech
will not require us to
learn and study. It will
learn and study us

web. And they are doing it without any mercy for
us and our industry.”
Mekki added that there is a silver lining for
agents. “The good news is actually great news.
Facebook, Google and others are creating
ready-made systems that you just implement
and adjust for your business.
“You can have systems like chat bots set up in
no time, which will mean you are ready for the
next level – where people will start interacting
with these technologies, leaving comments,
leaving data that you can interpret and
build more comprehensive profiles for your
clients. You can start being proactive rather
than reactive.”
“You may be relying at the moment as an
agency on word of mouth and you might be very
happy with that. But you don’t need millions to
get into this game. All I am asking you to do is to
take the initial step through that door, and that
step is much quicker, cheaper and easier than
you think.”

Far left: Delegates
bonding on a city
tour of Buenos Aires
This page: Marc
Mekki, founder
of Symphony and
Ode to Joy; drinks
reception at
Hotel Madero
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‘MASSTIGE’ VS ELITE LUXURY
The democratisation of luxury travel – where it
becomes more accessible to more people – was
a hot topic at Connections Luxury Argentina.
Connections’ content partner, Euromonitor
International, a global market research provider,
fuelled the debate by presenting its research
about luxury travel consumers across the world.
“Masstige– combining mass and prestige –
means that mass-market and premium products
are being combined into a new segment,” said
Paula Goni, research analyst for Euromonitor
International. “For luxury travel, it could be about
adding new products that create this middle
ground, where more consumers are much more
willing and able to pay for these products.”
She added: “Elite luxury travellers are really
important in terms of net worth – in 2015, they
accounted for around 40 percent of complete
global wealth. But they represent too small
a group of actual people – they will make up
just one percent of the total global population
in 2030.
“So, if you don’t consider the number of
travellers you are targeting, and only focus on
the wealth, you will most probably lose out on
opportunities to expand your product.
Some delegates saw the value of this,
while others felt that democratisation would
compromise the exclusivity of their offering.
Goni concluded: “We are not proposing that
delegates forget that they are about luxury, and
that they have a niche market. But it’s important
they are aware that as the world changes,
everyone has access to new tools and technology,
and those consumers will be actively looking to
responses to what they want to buy.”
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Pictured:
Paula Goni,
research
analyst for
Euromonitor
International,
speaking about
luxury trends

LUXURY TRAVELLERS: WHAT’S CHANGING?
Delegates at Connections Luxury in Argentina
debated over which demographic changes
are having the most impact on the luxury travel
market.
They discussed the impact of the growing
number of DINKs (Dual Income No Kids) and
decreasing family sizes in developed nations.
Some feared that with less children to pay for,
more couples would splash out on first class
flights for the whole family. “On my flight over
here, there was a couple with all of their kids in
first class,” one delegate reported. “The eldest
was about six years old!”
The increasing influence LGBT travellers in the

HOW WAS
CONNECTIONS
FOR YOU?

I think single luxury
travellers are a
growing market.
These are tough
times for
relationships
luxury market was also considered significant,
and delegates highlights how certain hotel
chains – such as Belmond Hotels – now have
dedicated sales teams for this sector.
The transience of relationships also came up
in discussions. “I think single luxury travellers is
a big market – and single parents travelling with
children,” said one delegate. “These are tough
times for relationships, with divorce rates rising.
So even if you plan a holiday for the future,
perhaps one year in advance, clients may need
more flexibility from their travel providers, in case
they need to make changes to their plans.”

“Connections is not just a tradeshow.

“It’s been amazing working with

“This is my fourth Connections

“Connections is weaved in together

It’s a place where the best of

Connections. I truly believe that

event. I always wanted to bring

by passionate people of the world,

everything gathers: the best travel

luxury is all about emotional

the concept to Argentina to

educating and learning together. It

designers from across the world and

connections, so we were very

showcase our destination – I think

bundles this with experiences, and

the best hotels

excited to create experiences

the format is perfect.”

delivers in its own style.”

and DMCs.”

for delegates to enjoy together

Blair Hong, T-Percent%

during the event.”

Maita Barrenechea, Mai 10

Rajan Tiwari, Durbeen Bespoke

Lucia Bo, Palacio Duhau Park Hyatt
Buenos Aires

Connections Latin American will take place from August 26-29, 2018
To enquire about attending as a Latin American supplier, or an international buyer, please contact
Micaela on micaela@weareconnections.com Interested in hosting a Bespoke event,
the Connections Way? Get in touch, and we can talk about what’s possible
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L A U N C H E D

AMADEUS’S GLOBAL AIRLINE
INDUSTRY ALMANAC

Micaela Giacobbe, founder and director of
Connections, says: “I’d like to thank all of the
Connections delegates and sponsors who have
helped shape the content of the Almanac. With
Amadeus as our technology partner, we’re able
to work together to build a holistic view of our
industry, and the developments that are driving it
forward. I hope this Almanac is a useful resource
for all travel industry professionals.”

I’d like to thank all
of the Connections
delegates and
sponsors who have
helped shape the
content of
the Almanac
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Amadeus has launched its Global Airline Industry
Almanac: A spotlight on 2017 and key trends for
the year ahead, a report created in collaboration
with Connections and other industry partners.
The objective of the Almanac is to provide
a reference source for key developments in
the airline industry in 2017, and aid further
innovation during 2018.
Julia Sattel, senior vice president, Airlines,
Amadeus, says: “2017 was a successful year for
our industry. Many airlines have seen more-robust
balance sheets, driven by the strong and growing
demand for air travel across the globe despite the
loss of some long-established airlines.
Whether your focus was the introduction of a
new business model or industry-wide standards,
this was a busy year with significant change
for airlines. That is why we felt it particularly
important to invest in this retrospective view of
just some of the key events and trends of 2017.
“We hope this report supports the industry
in its drive to improve both business and
technical development during 2018 as we
continue to innovate and digitally transform our
industry together.”

Global Airline Industry Almanac
A spotlight on 2017
and key trends for the year ahead

To access the Almanac, click here
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
E V E N T S

Our socials for delegates who have previously attended Connections
allow us to touch base with our alumni and offer them year-round
networking opportunities, the Connections Way

LOVELY TO SEE FRIENDS
FOR DRINKS AT ONE
ALDWYCH
In November, the Connections
team hosted a fantastic drinks
reception in London at the
gorgeous One Aldwych hotel
in Covent Garden.

2018: DATES FOR
YOUR DIARY
Wednesday March 7
Connections Social Dinner,
Berlin

It was a superb evening
of catching up with old
friends, set in the glamorous
atmosphere of One Aldwych
– an independent five-star
hotel, where the Grade
II-Listed building is instilled
with contemporary elegance
throughout.

Monday April 23
Connections Social Dinner,
Dubai
Monday April 30
Connections Social Dinner
(Table at The Hall of Fame)
– Dorchester Hotel, London
Tuesday May 15
Connections Social Dinner,
Frankfurt
Monday June 11
Connections Social Drinks,
Miami

Tuesday July 3
Connections Social Dinner
(Table at The Cateys)
Grosvenor House Hotel,
London

Wednesday June 27
Connections Social Drinks,
London

Monday September 10
Connections Social Dinner,
Marrakech
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Tuesday November 6
Connections Social Drinks,
London

Tuesday December 4
Connections Social Dinner,
Cannes

Wednesday November 28
Connections Social Dinner

Wednesday December 5
Connections Social Lunch,
Cannes

The hotel treated everyone to
tours of the hotel, a food demo
from the property’s awardwinning chef Dominic Teague,
and cocktails served from a
charming drinks trolley!
A huge thanks to One
Aldwych for having us, and
to the team there for making
it so special.
We host around a dozen
drinks, lunches and dinners
around the world each year
to continue the Connections
family ethos and to enable the
networking to continue outside
of our events – and it was lovely
to do so just before Christmas
and the New Year.

Above and left:
Our drinks
reception at One
Aldwych, London

CONNECTING IN CANNES
Every year in Cannes,
Connections hosts a dinner on
the Monday night and a lunch
on the Tuesday – and 2017 was
no exception!
34 delegates attended dinner
at the traditional French
Restaurant La Brouette de
Grand’ Mere, where we enjoyed
a delicious fresh sea bass and
a typical beef stew in the true
Connections way; where buyers
meet suppliers in an informal
and relaxed environment over
authentic food.
For lunch the following day,
we met on the top floor of Le
Caveau 30 and 64 delegates
attended. It was a beautiful

Above and
below right:
Getting together
for lunch and
dinner in Cannes

day; the sun was shining and
relationships strengthening –
along with good wine and more
wonderful food.
We were delighted to
welcome many of Connections’
founding members including
Fernando Amer, from Buenos
Aires Convention Bureau;
our destination sponsor for
Connections Luxury Argentina
(second edition), to be held
this year.
It was also great to see Patricia
and Valerie from Amadeus –
our global sponsors – as well
as Mladen Ljubisic from the
Slovenia Tourist Board, who
will be hosting our inaugural
Connections Adventure event
in October!
It’s through social gettogethers like this that we
really see the value in the
relationships our events help
to build – and we know we are
doing something right!

We host a
dozen drinks,
lunches
and dinners
around the
world
each year

To book a place at one of our socials, please contact Rachel Garlick on rachel@weareconnections.com
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CONNECTIONS
F U T U R E

25-28 FEBRUARY 2018
Connections Luxury
La Bagnaia Golf & Spa Resort,
Siena, Italy

15-18 MARCH 2018
Connections Meetings
Anantara Vilamoura, Portugal

6-9 MAY 2018
Connections Wellbeing
Out of the Blue, Capsis Elite Resort,
Crete, Greece

26-29 AUGUST 2018
Connections Argentina
Palacio Duhau Park Hyatt, Buenos Aires,
Argentina (South American suppliers only)

16-19 SEPTEMBER 2018
Connections Switzerland
Gstaad, Switzerland

28-31 OCTOBER 2018
Connections Adventure
Intercontinental Ljubljana, Slovenia

(Swiss suppliers only)

Should your company be participating at Connections events?
We are hunting for the best and most innovative brands and suppliers. Please get in touch,
as we would love to discuss the possibilities. For more information, contact enquiriesweareconnections.com
or visit weareconnections.com For buyer enquiries contact Alex on alex@weareconnections.com
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